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ABSTRACT
Cognitive processing employed during design includes both time
critical and time-consuming types of thinking. The ability to match
the pace of design generation or modification with the design-
ers thinking processes can be particularly important with gesture-
based interfaces for form creation, especially where representa-
tion modes of input and response may influence the choice of
activities performed. Particularly in gesture elicitation studies, time-
consuming design activities can shift the focus on forming the analo-
gies between problem at hand and prior knowledge and experi-
ences, rather than intuitive gesture suggestions that would be the
best fit for the given representationmode. However, designmethod-
ologies do not prescribe or discuss time limitations and their use in
this context. In this paper, time limitation is exploredduring agesture
elicitation study for three-dimensional object creation, modification
and manipulation, by comparing two study parts, one where time
limitationwas imposed andonewhere timewas unlimited. Resulting
gesture durations in both parts were comparable and elicited ges-
tures were similar in nature and employing same elements of hand
motion, supporting the hypothesis that time limitation can be a use-
ful methodological approach when gestures are used for interaction
with 3D objects and representation and interaction modalities are
matched.
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Introduction

Early instances of gesture use in interaction interfaces occurred in the 1980s. Gestures
were used for an interaction with a display (Bolt 1980) and a three-dimensional (3D) object
manipulation in virtual reality (VR) environment (Zimmerman et al. 1986). More consistent
development of gesture-based interfaces continued from early 1990s to early 2000s with
applications designed for activities like robot control (Pook and Ballard 1996), Computer-
Aided Design (CAD) interaction (Chu, Dani, and Gadh 1997), manipulation of 3D objects
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(O’Hagan, Zelinsky, and Rougeaux 2002) and navigation/selection in an application (Baudel
and Beaudouin-Lafon 1993; Wilson and Oliver 2003). At times technological or computa-
tional advances led to testing of ability they had for gesture recognition without a specific
application being determined (Huang, Zhou, and Liu 2014; Liu, Wang, and Yan 2018).
Early applications often used wearables, usually gloves, which provided good accuracy but
encumbered the users and sometimes limited the breadth of motion. Sensing devices like
depth cameras became more affordable and more accurate around 2010, and this led to
a substantial rise of interest in gesture-based interfaces in a wide range of fields, offering
ability to support 3Dmodelling (Arroyave-Tobón, Osorio-Gómez, and Cardona-McCormick
2015; Buchmann et al. 2004; Huang, Jaiswal, and Rai 2019; Matsumaru andMorikawa 2020;
Ramani 2015; Robinson et al. 2007), assistive applications (Bhuiyan andPicking 2011;Ojeda-
Castelo et al. 2018; Rodrigues, Carreira, and Gonçalves 2014), data input/authentication
(Amma, Georgi, and Schultz 2014; Cha and Maier 2012; Guerra-Casanova et al. 2012; Lee
et al. 2020; O’Connor et al. 2017; Trigueiros, Ribeiro, and Reis 2015; Yamada et al. 2014),
manipulation/navigation in different contexts that require 3D representation (Alvarez-
Santos et al. 2014; Hernoux and Christmann 2015; Hürst and Van Wezel 2013; Jacob and
Wachs 2014; Liu, Zhang, and Li 2020; Lopes et al. 2017) and touchless control (Cicirelli et al.
2015; Salman et al. 2020; Santos et al. 2016; Walker et al. 2023; Wu, Wang, and Zhang 2016;
Yeo, Lee, and Lim 2015; Zengeler, Kopinski, and Handmann 2018). For example, a surgeon
could consult 3D scans during a procedure, rotate, zoom in, mark up, using touchless ges-
tures while avoiding contamination of hands (Jacob and Wachs 2014; Lopes et al. 2017).
Operators could control a robot remotely allowing its placement in a location that may be
hazardous for an operator otherwise (Salman et al. 2020; Walker et al. 2023). Data could be
inputted into a computer system using sign language (Trigueiros, Ribeiro, and Reis 2015).
Designers could use handgestures to create irregular shapes difficult or time-consuming to
create and navigate using amouse and keyboard (Matsumaru andMorikawa 2020; Ramani
2015).

Gestures for form creation

Applications of hand gestures for design activity occurred often, as they were deemed to
have potential to aid creation of more intuitive interfaces able to interact with the form in a
manner fit for its 3D representation. To ensure that future interaction between a designer
and a system used for form creation provides required functionality, it was established that
such system should provide:

• Ability to generate forms quickly and modify them throughout the design process, as
ideas about design change (Alcaide-Marzal et al. 2013; Company et al. 2009)

• Intuitive modes of interaction based on natural human actions (Esquivel et al. 2014;
Shankar and Rai 2014)

• Ability to focus on design requirements rather than interface use (Huang, Jaiswal, and
Rai 2019)

• Representation means that are in harmony with the speed of ideation (Vidal and Mulet
2006; Cash and Maier 2021)

• Reduced cognitive load (Huang 2007).
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Hand gestures (referred to as ‘gestures’ in the remainder of this paper) hold potential to
address these requirements, if successfully implemented in the design interfaces.

While gestures are typically used because they are an intuitive and natural mode of
human interaction, using them in contexts where they are currently not habitually used,
and often limited by technological capabilities of the tools used for gesture recognition,
means that a decision needs to bemade onwhich gestures will be recognised. When these
interfaces were created, system evaluation often focused on evaluation of the technical
usability, and not the appropriateness of the gestures for the chosen activities (Vuletic
et al. 2019). 3D modelling applications typically enabled designers to use free-form ges-
tures to create splines or surfaces forming a 3D model (Arroyave-Tobón, Osorio-Gómez,
and Cardona-McCormick 2015; Buchmann et al. 2004; Chu, Dani, and Gadh 1997; Han and
Han 2014; Holz andWilson 2011; Kim et al. 2005; Matsumaru andMorikawa 2020; Robinson
et al. 2007; Vinayak et al. 2013; Vinayak and Ramani 2015), but required use of simple pre-
scribed gestures to trigger predefined activities, e.g. pinch or grab to select an object. Vast
majority of interfaces usedpredefinedprescribedgestures, often chosenby the researchers
developing the systems. In general, specific gestures used were often chosen because
they were similar to activities performed in current interaction interfaces or because they
were easily recognisable using technologies currently available to the researchers (Schmidt
2015). It was argued that there was a need to identify the most appropriate hand gestures
for application in design interfaces (Huang, Jaiswal, and Rai 2019). Researchers have also
found that personalisation of gestures was preferred (Kela et al. 2006). The incorporation of
user sourced gestures was also found to be beneficial, as those gestures were found to be
‘guessable’ – easier to anticipate or remember (Nacenta et al. 2013; Wobbrock et al. 2005).

Design needs and elicitation challenges

More recent exploration of gestures for form creation tends to elicit the gestures from
a pool of representative users to ensure they are easy to learn and appropriate for the
activities. In the wider field of Human–Computer Interfaces (HCI) in-air user-based gesture
elicitation was used to build vocabularies of gestures for AR environments (Piumsomboon
et al. 2013), TV control (Dong, Figueroa and El Saddik 2015; Dim et al. 2016; Esquivel et al.
2014), descriptive mid-air interactions (Jahani and Kavakli 2018) and 3D CAD modelling
in conceptual design (Khan and Tunçer 2019). These studies used the user-based gesture
elicitation approach established by Wobbrock and Morris (Morris, O Wobbrock, and Wil-
son 2010; Vatavu andWobbrock 2015; Wobbrock, Morris, andWilson 2009) that focuses on
building a user-sourced vocabulary of gestures through the classification of individual ges-
tures and calculation of agreement rates between the participants. This approach aims to
identify gestures that are fit for use in a specific context and easy for users to learn or guess,
as they were elicited from groups of users with certain common characteristics. Sole use
of agreement rate for gesture inclusion decisions was questioned in the HCI research com-
munity, and proposition was made to supplement it by metrics measuring significance of
findings such as Fleiss κ (Tsandilas 2018). Comparisons of the observed frequencies in the
data with the frequencies expected to occur by chance using Pearson’s Chi Square test of
Fisher’s exact test are also used, and choice of the test depends on the size of the sample
(Pons and Jaen 2020; Vatavu and Wobbrock 2016). Newer research suggests that perhaps
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gesture choice should be viewed as a computational optimisation problem (Tsandilas and
Dragicevic 2022).

While user-based gesture elicitation increases the intuitiveness and appropriateness of
chosen gestures, it can also have potentially negative influences. Users’ prior experience
with the technologies used in the elicitation study or similar technologies used in theirwork
or life can lead to legacy bias (Morris et al. 2014). For example, even if the users are asked to
interact with three-dimensional object on a computer screen, the similarity between visual
representation on a 2D screen and the phone screens they see daily may lead them to
apply interaction paradigms used for the phone interaction to proposed gestures, e.g. par-
ticipants are sometimes using pinch gesture to zoom in/out. Often general public is used
instead of specialists in a specific field to remove the narrowprofessional bias andmake the
gestures more easily generalisable for the wider audiences (Wobbrock, Morris, and Wilson
2009).

During the process of designing a study to elicit most appropriate hand gestures for
form creation during product design, the authors of this paper wondered if lack of time
limitation for gesture performance would allow the participants ample time to diverge
from their instinctive reactions andgenerate proposed activities through comparisonswith
paradigms used for the creation of solid shapes in a CAD system or even drawing using pen
and paper instead of using hands in a 3D environment.

Types of thinking during three-dimensional form creation

The ability to match the pace of design generation or modification to the designers’ think-
ing processes can be more important for the effectiveness of a design process than the
focus on detail of the design (Fuge et al. 2012). Bounded ideation is one of the processes
that can negatively influence it and occurs when designers’ focus is diverted from thinking
about the ideation and form creation to thinking about commands and procedures used
in tools that enable the designers to create that form (C.-C.S. Huang 2007; Robertson and
Radcliffe 2009; Robertson, Walther, and Radcliffe 2007). However, majority of digital tools
used during design creation require the participants to think of strategies or steps they will
take to create an object while they are also thinking of the design form itself. Dual pro-
cess theory established by Evans and Stanovich (2013) could potentially contribute to the
understanding of difficulties designers encounterwhile generating 3D forms by using tools
such as mouse and a keyboard to visualise them on a 2D computer screen. Dual-process
theory proposed that there are at least two major types of cognitive processes present in
design: those that are intuitive and associated with rapid responses, named Type 1, and
those that are analytical, deliberate and slow used during analysis and reflection, named
Type 2 (Evans and Stanovich 2013). They act in conjunction across the design task as a
whole, but each is likely to be dominant in a specific phase of a design activity (Cash and
Maier 2021). It is believed that when representation mode of an input and response are
matched Type 1 processing occurs, as the brain does not need to translate between dif-
ferent types of representations and can instead focus on the task at hand. This type of
processing is typically quicker and could in practice be characterised by shorter activity
duration. When representation modes are mismatched, Type 2 processing is required to
interpret and manipulate the input and could be characterised by longer activity duration
(Evans and Stanovich 2013). Dual process theory is just beginning to be established in the
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design field (Cash et al. 2019) and its methodological application presently relies on coding
data collected during a design activity, interpretation of the results by the researchers that
are used as a basis for model building or drawing conclusions about the design process.
One area of application explored was the idea generation process and what dual-process
theory might mean for it (Gonçalves and Cash 2021; Moore, Sauder, and Jin 2014).

Use of time limitations and the relationship between timing and types of
thinking undertaken during design activities

Dual process theory combined with legacy bias that may be encouraged if unlimited time
was allowed for gesture elicitation, inspired design of a study reported in this paper. The
nature of input and response are matched (in-air 3D shape creation), aiming to allow for a
comparison of a stage that has no time limitation and a stage that imposes a time limita-
tion, duration ofwhichwas expected to allow effective gesture proposition and at the same
time reduce overthinking. The activities are unrestricted in terms of gestures participants
can propose, but the experiment environment is designed in amanner that aims to encour-
age elicitation of intuitive responses, rather than allow creation of analogies with known
concepts. The hypothesis is that unrestricted time given to a participant when propos-
ing a gesture which is expected to lead to a more detailed and more appropriate gesture
suggestion may instead lead to deliberate analysis and reflection and possibly provide a
gesture proposition based on an analogy with a known concept rather than one that is
the most appropriate. In contrast, time restrictions imposed on the activity, may force the
participants to provide their instinctive reaction without overthinking. Underlying think-
ing processes that are quick and intuitive were believed to be the most appropriate for
the activities employed in the study this paper focuses on, and a good match for thinking
processes and pace of 3D form creation. Time required for gesture preparation i.e. con-
sideration and selection of the most appropriate gesture for the activity, could tell us if
participants are trying to create analogieswith knownparadigms. Time required for gesture
performance, i.e. actual physical interpretation of the gesture, could tell us about thematch
between thinking process employed and representation type. If preparation time is longer
in the unrestricted stage than in the restricted stage that could indicate that participants
are not proposing them instinctively but possibly trying to form analogies with their prior
knowledge or experiences. If gestures proposed do not match the representation mode,
the time it took to perform them would be longer in the stage with unrestricted time than
in that with restricted time. When the performed gesturesmatch the representationmode,
then the time it took to propose them in the unrestricted stage would be expected to be
shorter.

Findings from this study could enable a provision of recommendations for study design,
if the focus of the study is user elicited gestures in a 3D space that require intuitive feed-
back and are as such sometimes difficult to methodologically design in a way that would
allow comparisons with similar studies. This canmean that it is difficult to assess the signifi-
cance and value of the contribution of these studies, as objectively evaluating themethods
used in them and how they affected the findings is not an easy task. Particularly, looking at
gesture-based studies, this difficulty appears in many aspects of design studies (Villarreal-
Narvaez et al. 2020), for example classification methods and statistical analysis applied to
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resulting data (Tsandilas 2018; Vatavu and Wobbrock 2022), etc. The use of time limita-
tions for activities used in design studies is an aspect that is rarely discussed, but that could
methodologically have a significant influence on the findings. This paper is focusing on
time limitations during gesture-based studies in a 3D environment, as this is the topic for
which there were no recommendations given in the field. More specifically, if limiting the
time allotted to a gesture correlated with a specific activity and if providing unlimited time
would result in different gestures or different durations of gesture performance.

Design studies often suffer from a lack of methodological guidelines and standardised
techniques thatmay improve their robustness and enable comparability between different
studies. There is anongoingdiscussion regardinghowreliable, justifiable, generalisable and
repeatable results can be achieved in design science (P.J. Cash 2018). The lack of standardis-
ation is partially due to the breadth of topics studies cover, as some flexibility withmethods
is needed to reach specific goals in a divergent field of design research. Work reported in
this paper is significant as it will contribute to the standardisation of the consideration of
the time component, during the design of studies focusing on user elicited 3D gestures in
particular. It is not aiming to provide a definitive guidance for all future studies, but instead
start the conversation on the topic, and hopefully inspire others in the field to contribute
their findings.

Context of the study reported in this paper
Study reported in this paper was an extension of a larger gesture elicitation study per-

formed to explore if there was agreement between participants on proposed gestures for
a variety of activities employed during 3D form creation (published in Vuletic et al. (2021)).
The goal of a larger studywas to collect the data thatwill eventually lead to a provision of an
alternative modality of interaction that was not reliant on a specific technology. Currently
CAD (Computer AidedDesign) systems cannot provide adequate support for themanipula-
tion of graphical data for form creation that would allow a virtually unlimited design space
designerswould have if physically sketching ormodelling (Alcaide-Marzal et al. 2013; Shesh
and Chen 2004). Compounding of the two studies meant that there were a few decisions
made in study design that allowed for the collection of data about gestures, such as the
choice of the objects and sequencing of activities, that were not relevant to the discussion
about timing of activities for gesture elicitation and will not be discussed in this paper. The
use of Wizard of Oz approach to allow for more immersive experience was considered, but
ultimately rejected as it was deemed that it would introduce unwanted response times that
may negatively interact with the intuitive responses.

Method

This study explores the time it took participants to prepare for the hand gesture perfor-
mance, referred to as gesture preparation time in the remainder of the paper, and the
time it took them to perform the gestures, referred to as gesture performance time in the
remainder of this paper. Requirement for approval was waived by the institutional ethics
committee, as the activities were deemed appropriate.

Participants in the study were placed in front of a screen displaying shapes they were
asked to create or manipulate using their hands, and their responses were recorded using
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Figure 1. The screenshot of one of the participants taking part in the study (front view on the left, side
view on the right).

two cameras placed under the screen in front of the participant and to the left of the partic-
ipant (see Figure 1 for views captured). There were 44 participants (29 male, 15 female),
product design engineering students in their penultimate and final year of studies, or
recent graduates. ‘Mature’ students were chosen as they can be considered advanced
beginners or novice designers (Liikkanen and Perttula 2009), as they have the key char-
acteristics of designers but have not fully adopted all established design workflows yet.
On average they had 4.9 years of CAD experience (a mix of Solidworks, Creo, Inventor,
Catia, Revit, Sketchup, Rhino, AutoCAD, Smartplant3D, Edgecam NX9, ProEngineer, Alias)
and 1.4 years of design experience in the professional environment, including internships.
Typically, they have spent at least 3 years working on student projects, and at least one
of their projects had industry involvement, but they were not embedded in the com-
pany and insteadworked as consultants. They have displayed the spatial perceptions skills,
creativity and concept manipulation throughout their training. This made them a good
compromise between experienced designers that would likely bring influence of previous
experience (Piumsomboon et al. 2013) and general public that may not be able to tackle
conceptual design problems which are niche and require a certain level of creativity and
mental manipulation of vague concepts. Themix of capabilities design students possessed
ensured data collected is representative of designer skills and needs. In addition to expe-
riential data, information on dexterity was collected. Seven participants were left-handed,
33 right-handed and one participant was ambidextrous.

The study had two parts, illustrated in Figure 2.
In the first part, both gesture preparation time and gesture performance time were lim-

ited to 3 seconds. Three second limit was chosen by observing the designers while using
CAD systems, and concluding that 3 seconds was at the higher range of the time it took to
perform basic design activities for manipulation (zoom in/out, translate, etc.) and creation
(e.g. draw a circle, extrude a profile) of 3D forms. In the second part, time was unlimited.

In Part 1, participants viewed the activity they would be asked to perform twice. Each
viewing lasted 3 seconds and it was repeated twice to ensure the participants had a good
grasp of it. Then they were given 3 seconds to think of a hand gesture to perform (gesture
preparation time), andwhen the activitywas shown for the third time, the participantswere
asked to perform hand gestures pretending that they were causing the activity (gesture
performance time). Gesture performance time was also limited to 3 seconds, but for some
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Figure 2. Visualisation of the study stages.

Figure 3. Objects and activities for Part 1 of the study.

activities it was shorter as it depended on the time it took to visualise a specific activity.
However, it was never more than 3 seconds.

Activities andobjects those activitieswereperformedonare illustrated in Figure 3. Activ-
ities performedwere translation in four different directions, zoom in/out, and rotate left and
right for three different objects (3D models of an irregular sphere, a mobile phone, and a
chair), selection and deselection of a top surface of a predefined console, extrude-cutting
a hexagonal pocket from a rectangular block, reducing the depth of a pre-cut hexagonal
pocket, and extruding the console up and down.

Other than the instruction to use their hands as if they were causing the activity, the
participants were not given any additional information. Some asked about the nature of
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Figure 4. Objects for Stages 1 and 2 in the Part 2 of the study (Stage 2 objects are denoted with ∗).

the objects (‘should I imagine that this is on the table?’) and the response would be that
whatever the object appears like to them was the accurate way to perceive it.

In Part 2, there were no time limitations, and participants were shown images of objects
they were asked to create. Part 2 had two stages that had different levels of guidance
embedded, Stage 1 was partially guided and Stage 2 was unguided. This was done to
ensure that enough data is collected even if some participants skip a number of steps in the
unguided Stage 2. In Stage 1, participants were shown images at different stages of com-
pletion, shown in Figure 4, and asked to propose how they would create the form shown in
each of the steps. For two versions of a cup, the sequence had four steps, for two versions
of a hexagonal plate the sequence had three steps, and for the phone cover creation the
sequence had five steps. In Stage 2, participants were shown the complete object (objects
with ∗ shown in Figure 4) and asked to create it from scratch, with no intermediary steps
given.

In Part 2, the participants were given additional instructions that they were to imagine
they were creating a shape in a 3D environment in front of them, and that it does not have
weight. They were free to perform hand motions they found the most appropriate. Timing
of gestures was not mentioned.

Half of the participants performed the two parts of the study in reverse, to reduce the
influence a time limitation in the first part of the study could have on the second part of the
study, as there were concerns that the participants would unconsciously learn to impose a
time limitation to the second part. This could have been avoided by using different partici-
pants in two parts of the studies, but that approach would introduce amore diverse cohort
of participants instead. It was decided to accept the possibility of some percentage of the
participants being influencedby time limitations and review thedata for it so that the ability
to compare reactions of same participants across both parts of the study could be retained.
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To ascertain if the time allotted to the activity had an effect on the outcome, first the
time it took to prepare for gesture and then perform it in Part 2 of the study was compared
to 3 seconds allotted to each activity in the Part 1. If the time taken to prepare for the ges-
tures (decidewhat gestures to perform) and perform the gestures in Part 2was comparable
to the 3 seconds defined in Part 1, then it was likely that for tasks requiring intuitive and
fast responses time limitation could aid gesture elicitation process by pushing participants
towards intuitive responses rather than creation of analogies with previous experience.

Second comparison was made between time required for gesture performance in Part
2 where it was unlimited, and up to 3 seconds assigned to gesture performance in Part 1.
Short time for physical interpretation of the gesture could indicate that there was a match
between thinkingprocess employed and representation type, i.e. in-air free gestures fit well
with the 3D nature of the imagined objects.

Third comparison was between the gestures elicited from both parts of the study, and
it is an underlying condition for the interpretation of the first two comparisons. If the same
types of gestures were elicited for the same activities in both parts of the study, then it can
be concluded that the time limitation is not likely to negatively affect the gesture elicitation
process by changing the nature of the gestures performed due to the limitation.

Results

Out of 44 participants, 43 were recorded due to camera failure for participant number 4. In
Part 1, 1083 gestures were recorded; in Part 2, 702 gestures were recorded. Although the
participants had unlimited time to prepare for and perform the gestures in Part 2, major-
ity prepared for and performed the gestures within the time scales comparable to the 3
seconds chosen as a limitation in the Part 1 of the study. One participant took to 40s to
prepare for a group of gestures, one took 46s to perform and explain the performance of
specific gestures, however, these were the outliers. The gestures themselves were of the
samenature and therewere repetitions of the samegestures across both parts of the study.
More detail on both of these topics will be given in the following sections.

Elapsed time for gesture preparation and gesture performance

Table 1 shows that up to 95% of gestures for the preparation and performance of gestures
took less than 6 seconds,with 78.2%of gesture preparations taking less than 2 seconds, and
76.6%between 1 and 3 seconds for gesture performance. The duration and number of ges-
tures with that duration for the full sample is shown in Figure 5. Horizontal axis displays the
number of seconds a gesture took to perform/prepare for. Vertical axis displays the cumu-
lative number of times that specific gesture duration appeared in the sample. Squares are
denoting gesture performance, circles are denoting gesture preparation. It is noticeable
that majority of both gesture preparation and performance durations are below 6 seconds.

While looking at just the gesture preparation duration, it would seem like participants
may have responded intuitively rather than applying analogies, being that 78.2% took less
than 3 seconds, and that similar levels of gesture performance duration 76.6%, could sup-
port the proposition by dual process theory of the alignment between the thinking process
employed and the representation type. Figure 6 shows all gesture durations all participants
performed during the Part 2 of the study.
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Figure 5. Most frequently occurred number of seconds for gesture preparation and performance (full
sample).

Table 1. Most frequently occurred number of seconds for gesture preparation and
performance (in %), for the range of 0–7 seconds (remainder of data excluded for
space, but included in Figure 4).

Number of seconds 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Preparation for the gesture (%) 44.1 19.8 14.2 6.8 5.6 3.4 1.9 1.1
Performance of the gesture (%) 0.1 20.1 36.4 20.1 10.2 6.2 2.3 1.9

Participant numbers are noted above each section showing durations of gesture prepa-
ration and performance in a sequence it was performed in by each participant. Vertical
lines separate the participants. Number of seconds is noted on the vertical axis on the
left. Columns above the horizontal line are visualising the duration of each gesture. Corre-
sponding columns below are visualising the time it took each participant to think of each of
those gestures, the time between the previous gesture and the performed gesture. Figure
6 further illustrates that majority of gestures took 1–3 seconds to perform, and that while
for some gestures preparation time was longer, 44% of gestures were performed with no
preparation (time spent thinking before the gesture performance). In Stage 1 of Part 2 of
the study, there were breaks between each step of object development, and gestures per-
formed following these are marked with a black border for both gesture preparation and
performance, in Figure 6. These artificial breaks did not seem to influence gesture duration
or preparation, as same durations also appeared where there were no breaks.

Table 2 shows the distribution of average performance time for the groupof participants
that performed Part 2 of the study first, and the group of participants that performed Part 1
first. It would be expected that there would be a statistically significant change in gesture
performance times for the group that performed Part 1 first, if performing the Part 1 first
leads to the participants learning to performgestures faster. Testing this hypothesis using a
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Figure 6. Gesture preparation and performance per participant per gesture.

Table 2. Difference in gesture preparation and gesture
performance average duration times for participants that
performed Part 2 first, and those that performed Part 1
first.

Part of the study Average gesture Average gesture
performed first preparation time (s) performance time (s)

Part 2 1.79 2.95
Part 1 1.76 2.87

Chi-square independence test, a p-value of 0.0022 is derived, indicating the null hypothesis
can be rejected and there is no evidence of change due to the study parts order change.

Outliers for longer preparation time

Longer gesture preparation and duration times have likely been influenced by individual
participant abilities to describe their activities or complexity of gesture explanation during
narration due to the complexity of the process that would have been followed in a CAD
system for the creation of a particular shape. Figure 7 illustrates which activities, in some
cases, required gesture preparation (top table) or gesture performance (bottom table) time
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longer than 7 seconds. Letters indicate which shape the activity was used for P – Phone,
C(C2) – Cup (Cup 2) and H (H2) –- Hexagonal plate (Hexagonal plate 2). Hexagonal plate
creation seemed to pose a challenge to some participants and some of the longest perfor-
mances appear during that object creation. To create that shape using solid modelling in
CAD, designers would typically create several planes at certain angles to ensure the sides
of the plate were well defined. This approach not only requires reflection and analogy cre-
ation but also requires participants to shift between thinking about spatial characteristics
of the object, and thinking about the actions they can perform to create certain elements
of the object in a different representation (2D instead of 3D in some cases). Participant 40
has taken the CAD inspired approach and this is reflected in the duration of both gesture
preparation and performance. For example, they take 40 seconds to think about activities
they want to undertake, and the resulting process follows the approach often used in CAD
systems, clearly forming the analogywith a known concept. Participant 28 took 17 seconds
thinking about how theywould create the sloping edges of the hexagonal plate. The actual
gestures performed to create the shape were all under 3 s. Majority of other participants
have interacted with this object as if they were creating it out of sheet metal, using their
hands. They would cut out a hexagon out of an imagined sheet of material or create a flat
hexagonal shape, and then bend the edges. Some would create a triangle, bend the edges
and then rotate the triangle around its axis to formahexagonal platewithbent edges. These
participants typically performed their gestures in under 3 seconds each (e.g. participants 6,
7, 20, 23). However, some took longer to think of the activity they wanted to perform, as it
was so different to what they would typically do using currently available digital tools (e.g.
participants 8, 11, 28, 31). Their gesture preparation time, however, was 10 and 17 seconds,
much shorter time than 40 seconds participant 40 required for the same activity, and this
combined with the type of activity they proposed likely indicates that ultimately, they did
diverge from analogy forming when creating a hexagonal plate.

Longer gesture preparation time more frequently happened when participants needed
to decide how to undo an action, across all of the shapes, but only for four participants.

Outliers for longer performance time

Looking at gesture performance timing, there are a number of participants that did take
longer than 7 seconds to perform certain gestures. For hexagon creation, Participant 18
took 46 seconds to explain how they would select an edge of the hexagon, Participant 3
took 20 seconds to explain how theywould draw a circle, and Participant 8 took 15 seconds
to describe pattern activity used to rotate a triangle into a hexagon around a central axis.
Participant 3 took between 10 and 12 seconds to create a cup, cup handle and a box that
would eventually be transformed into a phone casing. Participant 5 took 12 seconds to per-
form thicken the edge and zoom activities when creating a phone casing. Participant 40
took 11 and 14 seconds respectively to create a hexagon and shell a phone case. However,
in vast majority of cases, the longer performance time seemed to be due to participants
trying to accurately narrate and show their gestures, rather than difficulty with performing
them.Overall, therewas little similarity between the activities performedbetweendifferent
participants when gesture performance took longer than 10 seconds, so it is likely that per-
sonal skills and perception abilities of the participants might have been influencing their
performance.
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Figure 7. Gesture preparation and performance per participant per gesture for activities with duration
above 7 seconds.
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Figure 8. All 702 gestures performed during the Part 2 of the study, compared to number of gestures
that took longer than 7 seconds to prepare for/perform, classified per activity per object.

It is also noticeable that these longer gesture preparations and performances tended
to appear towards the beginning of each object creation, and once the participants had
chosen the approach they will take to object creation, thinking of gestures themselves was
typically in under 4 seconds per gesture, and performing them was typically under 6 sec-
onds per gesture, perhaps indicating that once the strategy has been devised participants
focus on gesture performance for shape creation.

Figure 8 illustrates the range of activities used in object creation compared to the small
percentage of gestures that took longer than 7 seconds. Activity categories where prepa-
ration took longer than 7 seconds for some participants are shown in bold font, and those
where performance took longer than 7 seconds for some participants are represented by
shaded cells. Thenumber of gestures per activity thatwas longer than7 secondswas shown
in the two top rows. Rowsbelow the list of the activities performed showacumulative count
of activities performedper object. 702 gestureswere used to perform49 different activities,
and across those 14 activities incurred preparation time longer than 7 seconds (columns
shown in bold font), and 20 activities incurred performance time longer than 7 seconds
(columns shaded in light blue). However, compared to the full sample preparation activities
that took longer than 7 seconds occurred, on average, for 4% of the gestures, and activities
where gesture performance took longer than 7 seconds occurred, on average, for 3% of the
gestures. That is to say that for frequently performed activities, only a small percentage of
gestures took more than 7 seconds. The exceptions to this were cases where the activities
proposed were only proposed by a handful of participants, like ‘hollow the box’ and ‘cre-
ate a box’ (Participant 3), ‘cut out triangles’ (Participant 13), ‘select the edge’ (Participant
18) and ‘thicken top edge’ (Participant 5) aligning with the finding that the time was spent
on accurately describing an unusual way of performing the activity, rather than physical
challenges with its performance.

To put this in an easily quantified perspective, the number of gestures each of the partic-
ipants took longer than 7 seconds to prepare for or perform was between 1 and 4 gestures
out of on average of 40 gestures performed by each participant.

Comparison of performed gestures

Part 1 of the study focused primarily onmanipulative tasks, with aminority of tasks dealing
with shapemodification. Part 2 focused primarily on shape creation andmodification, with
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Figure 9. Examples of matching gestures across Part 1 and Part 2 of the study for the same activities.

minority of tasks dealing with manipulation. Therefore, it was not expected all proposed
gestures would overlap, however, comparing the overlapping tasks it is noticeable that
gestures performed were in many cases the same.

Same gestures that were suggested in both parts of the study were those used to zoom,
translate, extrude, cut parts of the objects out and select parts of them. Some examples of
these are shown in Figure 9. To zoom in or out objects were pushed or pulled, hands emu-
lated the pinching gestures while moving away from each other or emulated gesture used
to zoom in or out on a tablet/phone. To zoom in or out, sometimes open palmswere pulled
away from or moved towards each other in a specific plane. Zoom in/out by pinching or
sliding hands across an imaginary surface was the only gesture where legacy, creating of
analogies with use of phone or tablet, was noticed. They were, however, largely performed
in under 3 seconds, likely indicating either the familiarity of the participants with the ges-
ture or that they interacted with the screen they were seeing shapes on rather than the
3D shape they were viewing on it. To translate open palms were grasping or ‘holding’ the
imagined object and pushing it in a direction of movement. Rotations were one- or two-
handed grasps, either using the full hand or just two or three fingers of each hand, rotating
the object in a desired direction. To select, objects were tapped with one hand or grasped
with onehand to keep it in place and then tappedwith the other hand. To extrude anobject
or cut out a shape from it, either one hand in a grasping or pointing form was motioned in
the direction of the extrusion, or the samemotion was performed with one hand while the
rest of the part was held in place using the second hand.

Where gestures were not the same, they were of the same nature. For example, the use
of gestures interacting with a 3D shape in a 3D environment resembling shaping clay was
common, creating a cut in amaterial by digging out a hole or cutting it out by pushing it in
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using the pointer finger. While the combination of hand forms used differed based on the
activity that only appeared in Part 1 or Part 2, most gesture elements used in these combi-
nations for activities were the same. Gestures were also formed in relation to the shape of
the 3Dobject and it was noticeable that handsweremoving as if theywere interactingwith
it as the participants were visualising it. Proposed gestures thus do match the representa-
tion mode, as the participants in majority of cases interact with 3D forms, shaping them in
the air as if they were suspended in front of them, therefore we can interpret that they are
likely performing an instinctive reaction rather than basing the gestures on a known anal-
ogy. The exception to this was the zoom in/out gestures, but it is highly likely that this was
an effect of a legacy bias as participants were all exceptionally familiar with use of phones
and tablets.

The repetition of gestures between the two parts of the study indicates that time limi-
tation did not significantly impact the gesture propositions and hence did not negatively
affect the gesture elicitation process by changing the nature of the gestures performed.
As the activities performed were used to create a form in 3D space and then modify or
manipulate it, in theory quick reactionswere likely to be intuitive andmatched the thinking
processes required for the type and pace of interaction.

Limitations of the study

The study reported in this paper has several limitations. Following the study, participants
were not asked about their perception of time in relation to gestures or their thinking
processes. This choice was made consciously as the study duration and various activities
participants engaged in meant that it was unlikely that they would accurately remember
the entire process and be able to report on their thoughts, reasoning or influencematch or
mismatch between representation modes and interaction modes had on them. The find-
ings were inferred from the patterns identified in the data collected. While measures were
taken tomaintain this process as objective and unbiased as possible, the difficulty in ascer-
taining the cognitive processes in participant minds would nonetheless introduce some
uncertainty about the validity of findings.Without theuseof technology allowing recording
of brain activity it is impossible to claim with any degree of certainty that specific cogni-
tive processes did indeed take place at specific stages of this study. Hence majority of the
findings and conclusions were interpretations of the data collated during the study.

Due to the requirements of a larger study that the running of this study was com-
pounded with, two parts of study did not require performance of same activities, meaning
that only a certain common percentage of the same gestures would be performed. In ideal
circumstances variableswould bemore controlled, and both parts of the studywould focus
on the same activities. This does not affect the core findings, however, it does reduce the
sample size when nature of gestures was explored, especially if the same gestures were
compared rather than their nature in general.

Recommendations for future studies

Introducing a time limitation did not have negative effects on the gesture elicitation, e.g.
the nature of gestures did not change and majority of participants appeared to function
in a space where thinking processes employed and representation types matched. Up to
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95% of gestures during preparation and performance phases of activity completion took
less than 6 seconds, 78.2% of gesture preparations took less than 2 seconds and 76.6% of
gesture performances took less than 3 seconds. This means that less than 15% of gestures
would be at risk of not being recorded or changed significantly due to time limitation if a 3-
second limitationwas tobe imposed and less than 5% if a 6-second limitwas tobe imposed.
It may also mean that short time required for gesture performance implies that gestures
elicited were intuitive rather than thought through and based on creating analogies with
previous experiences.

Therefore, if the goal of a gesture elicitation study is to identify intuitive gestures fit
for matching representation and interaction modalities focusing on in-air 3D gestures, the
recommendations would be to:

• limit gesture preparation and performance to a range of 3–6 seconds,
• include Q&A sessions after each significant section of the study to record any challenges

participants had with the process.

Considering the study limitations, future work should focus on the exploration of the
use of an AR environment with a Wizard of OZ setup that enables more certainty in the
assessment that representation types and thinking processes arematched up. Additionally,
the exploration of technologies allowing formore reliable recording of cognitive processes
rather than relying on self-reported user perceptions of activities should be explored to
improve the methodology of the elicitation process. Approaches towards the develop-
ment of evidence-based methods for recording dual process models of cognition using
neuroimaging have been proposed (Sowden, Pringle, and Gabora 2019), but not yet imple-
mented. It was concluded in the field of psychology that reasoning anddecisionmaking are
more complex than expected and that description of dual-process theory, while still plausi-
ble,may bemore difficult to accurately categorise and describe than previously anticipated
(Barrouillet 2011). Thatmay alsomean that development of amethodological approach for
objective recording of a type of thinking involved in Type 1 or Type 2 thinking may still be
ways away.

Conclusion

Observing the time taken to perform the gestures, there are no significant differences
between Part 1 of the study where time was limited to 3 seconds and Part 2 of the study
where there were no limitations. In Part 2, gestures were still performed in 2.86 seconds, on
average, with 1.63 seconds taken for preparation. There was some variety between gesture
durations proposed by different participants, however the longest ones were the conse-
quence of a participant trying to accurately narrate their activities, rather than struggling
to perform them using their hands. The more complex activities resulted in longer gesture
preparation periods, typically towards the beginning of the period objects were created in,
presumably while the creation strategy was still being established.

The recommendation would be that for design activities where Type 1 thinking is
required, and intuitive response was preferred, sufficient time for gesture elicitation for
a single activity is up to 6 seconds for gesture preparation and up to 6 seconds for ges-
ture performance.Whilemajority of gestureswere thought of and prepared even quicker, 6
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seconds is a slightly longer period chosen to account for any delays in gesture performance
and provision of a safety buffer. This time frame appears to encourage quick and intuitive
responses, reducing the chance the participants will create analogies with prior knowledge
and experience that requires deliberate analysis. At the same time, the time limitation does
not seem to negatively impact the performance and allows the completion of the activities
and elicitation of gestures that match the nature of object representation.

Further research is required in methodological approaches for the improvement of rep-
resentation typesmatchedwith thinkingprocesses employed in creation andmanipulation
of 3D shapes, and more objective recording of cognitive processes.
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